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Challenges in the histopathological classification of ganglioglioma and DNT: microscopic
agreement studies and a preliminary genotype-phenotype analysis
Low-grade epilepsy-associated brain tumours (LEAT)
are the second most common cause for drug-resistant,
focal epilepsy, that is ganglioglioma (GG) and dysembryoplastic neuroepithelial tumours (DNT). However,
molecular pathogenesis, risk factors for malignant progression and their frequent association with drug-resistant focal seizures remain poorly understood. This
contrasts recent progress in understanding the molecular-genetic basis and targeted treatment options in diffuse gliomas. The Neuropathology Task Force of the
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International League Against Epilepsy examined available literature to identify common obstacles in diagnosis and research of LEAT. Analysis of 10 published
tumour series from epilepsy surgery pointed to poor
inter-rater agreement for the histopathology diagnosis.
The Task Force tested this hypothesis using a webbased microscopy agreement study. In a series of 30
LEAT, 25 raters from 18 countries agreed in only
40% of cases. Highest discordance in microscopic diagnosis occurred between GG and DNT variants, when
oligodendroglial-like cell patterns prevail, or ganglion
cells were difficult to discriminate from pre-existing
neurons. Suggesting new terminology or major
histopathological criteria did not satisfactorily increase
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the yield of histopathology agreement in four consecutive trials. To this end, the Task Force applied the
WHO 2016 strategy of integrating phenotype analysis
with molecular-genetic data obtained from panel
sequencing and 450k methylation arrays. This strategy was helpful to distinguish DNT from GG variants

in all cases. The Task Force recommends, therefore, to
further develop diagnostic panels for the integration of
phenotype-genotype analysis in order to reliably classify the spectrum of LEAT, carefully characterize clinically meaningful entities and make better use of
published literature.
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Introduction
Amongst the large histopathological spectrum of neoplastic lesions specified in the revised 4th edition of
the WHO classification of tumours of the central nervous system [1], a variety of entities can be identified
in patients with early onset of focal epilepsy before
age 18 years (Table 1). These tumours have also been
referred to as low-grade epilepsy-associated tumours
(LEAT) [2–6]. Ganglioglioma (GG) and dysembryoplastic neuroepithelial tumours (DNT) are the most frequent LEAT entities. They comprise more than 80% of
tumours herein grouped together as LEAT (Table 1)
and 65% of all brain tumours encountered in large
epilepsy surgery series [7]. However, they represent
only 2–5% of tumours in the general cohort of neurooncology patients [8,9]. From published series, GG
and DNT share the following catalogue of histopathological and clinical features: (i) GG and DNT occur
predominately in the temporal lobe (>80%). (ii) GG
and DNT provoke seizure onset in childhood (mean
age at onset = 13 years). (iii) GG and DNT behave
clinically in a benign manner and correspond mostly
to WHO I°. However, atypical and anaplastic features
have been described in the literature. (iv) GG and
DNT have a histologically variable appearance with
oligodendroglial or astrocytic appearing cells with or
without a prominent dysplastic neuronal component.
(v) GG and DNT are considered as tumours occurring
during neurodevelopment and often associate with
cortical dysplasia (FCD IIIb) [10]. (vi) GG and DNT do
not present genetic mutations or deletions typically
observed in diffuse gliomas (IDH1, ATRX, 1p/19q codeletion). In contrast, PI3K-AKT-mTOR and RAS-RAFMAPK pathways are likely to be involved, that is
BRAF V600E mutations are often encountered in GG,
whereas DNT accumulate FGFR1 mutations or gene
duplications [3,11–17].
© 2018 British Neuropathological Society

The 2016 revised WHO classification has not introduced an integrated diagnostic genotype-phenotype
analysis for GG and DNT [3], and clinically meaningful molecular-pathological subgroups yet need to be
established as recently exemplified with the description of polymorphous low-grade neuroepithelial
tumour of the young with recurrent MAPK alterations [11]. Over-interpretation of the wide
histopathology spectrum of LEAT remains challenging
in daily routine neuropathology work-up [8]. LEAT
resected in adult patients, presenting neuropathologically with IDH-1 wildtype and a predominant glial
phenotype, will be at particular risk for over-interpretation into the group of malignant glioma [18]. Analysis of 4.454 tumours obtained from adults and
children, published in eight single-centre epilepsy
Table 1. WHO classification of 1846 low-grade epilepsy-associated brain tumours (LEAT) obtained from epilepsy surgery (table
modified from [7])
Duration
of
Epilepsy

Locationin
TL

Tumour diagnosis

%

Epilepsy
Onset

Ganglioglioma
Dysembryoplastic
neuroepithelial tumour
Low-grade tumour (NOS)
Pilocytic astrocytoma
Pleomorphic
xanthoastrocytoma
Isomorphic astrocytoma*
Gangliocytoma
Angiocentric glioma
Total

53.6%
30.6%

12.1
14

11.4
12

82%
68%

5.9%
5.4%
2.3%

14.6
14.1
15

11.5
12.3
8

82%
71%
78%

0.9%
0.9%
0.7%
1846

16
12
7.7

11.4
17.1
6.9

41%
87%
50%

Overview of histological tumour categories in a series of 1846
brain tumours obtained from epilepsy surgery and onset of focal
seizures before age 18 years. NOS – not otherwise specified by
referring neuropathologist. *Isomorphic astrocytoma was
described in 2004 [39], but is not included in the WHO classification. Epilepsy onset and duration of epilepsy before surgery in
years. TL – % of tumours localized in the temporal lobe.
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Table 2. Survey of published tumour series obtained from epilepsy surgery

Series (n patients)

Glioma

DNT

Kings London (92)
Grenoble (94)
UCL London (155)
Illinois (39)
Cleveland (218)
EEBB (2244)
Beijing (51)
Bonn (207)
Erlangen (1354)

7
4
28
10
26
437
5
91
206

74
61
88
10
17
565
10
29
246

(8%)
(4%)
(18%)
(26%)
(20%)
(19%)
(10%)
(44%)
(15%)

all
GNT

GG
(80%)
(65%)
(56%)
(26%)
(13%)
(25%)
(20%)
(14%)
(18%)

6
29
12
14
48
986
19
87
669

(7%)
(31%)
(8%)
(36%)
(37%)
(44%)
(38%)
(42%)
(50%)

87%
95%
79%
62%
66%
75%
82%
56%
72%

Meta-analysis of 4285 tumours obtained from epilepsy surgery
showed large variability of prevalence of DNT, GG and glioma.
The group of glioma may include pilocytic astrocytoma, pleomorphic xanthoastrocytoma, diffuse astrocytoma, oligodendroglioma,
or angiocentric glioma of all WHO grades. GNT, all tumours with
glioneuronal phenotype. EEBB, European Epilepsy Brain Bank.
Modified from [6].

surgery series, revealed huge differences in geographical prevalence (Table 2), ranging from 4% to 44% for
glioma, 7% to 50% for GG and 13% to 80% for DNT
[6,19–24]. Uncertainty is not restricted to the histological classification but also observed in tumour
grading [25–28]. LEAT carry only remote risk for
malignant progression, and the WHO classification
did not define atypical variants for GG and DNT.
Malignant tumour progression of GG and DNT has
been reported, however, in few cases [29–31]. A reliable classification of LEAT is thus of paramount
importance not only for histopathological routine
diagnosis but also further patient management.
Taken together, available literature of LEAT assembled an ambiguous histopathology landscape, confounding cross-comparisons on molecular-genetic
findings, immunohistochemical surrogates or clinically
meaningful variants between published series [3,8].
Similar to the long-standing debate on oligoastrocytomas, which was finally solved by molecular genetic
analysis [32,33], we propose to work towards a biologically driven molecular classification for LEAT that can
be used to identify histological, immunohistochemical
and/or molecular parameters for specific diagnostic categorization. An international working group embedded
into the International League Against Epilepsy (ILAE)
Task Force of Neuropathology of the Diagnostic Methods commission has addressed these challenges and we
© 2018 British Neuropathological Society
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describe herein a consensus report addressing areas of
challenges and obstacles towards better understanding
and diagnostic work-up of LEAT, in particular of GG
and DNT variants.

Web-Based Virtual Microscopy Agreement
Studies
Inter-rater agreement of LEAT was assessed using a
collaborative virtual microscopy platform (CVMP)
developed by Fraunhofer Society, Erlangen, Germany
(www.cvmp.de) [34]. Thirty-eight neuropathologists
from 19 countries were invited to review 30 de-identified tumours selected from the German Neuropathology
Reference Center for Epilepsy Surgery in Erlangen, Germany. All patients suffered from drug-resistant epilepsy,
but no clinical information was made available at time
of microscopic review. A microscope scanner (Zeiss Z1,
Oberkochen, Germany) was used to digitize HE stained
slides, as well as GFAP-, MAP2-, NeuN-, CD34- and Ki67-immunohistochemical reactions for all cases. A total
of 180 digital scans were available for virtual microscopic review. Twenty-five participants completed the
review within the requested 6-week time period. All
reports were de-identified by the system’s administrator
(not member of the agreement study) and collected as
excel-datasheet. We assigned agreement if ≥ 75% of
raters achieved the same diagnosis for one patient.
Twelve out of 30 tumour samples, 6 GG and 6 DNT,
reached such agreement (40%, Table 3). Abbreviations
were as following: AA = anaplastic astrocytoma, AGG
= atypical ganglioglioma; AnaGG = anaplastic ganglioglioma; ANET = angiocentric glioma; DA = diffuse
astrocytoma; DNT = dysembryoplastic neuroepithelial
tumour; GC = gangliocytoma; GG = ganglioglioma;
GNT = glioneuronal tumour, not otherwise specified; O
= oligodendroglioma; OA = mixed oligoastrocytoma;
PA = pilocytic astrocytoma; PGNT = papillary glioneuronal tumour; PXA = pleomorphic xanthoastrocytoma;
RGNT = rosetted glioneuronal tumour. Typical examples of agreed and not-agreed tumours were shown in
Figure 1–3.
The first LEAT agreement trial revealed four major
areas in need of clarification. These areas are likely to
also represent common obstacles for research and difficulties to reliably interpret published results. These
challenges likely reflect also the different prevalence
observed in our literature survey (Table 1).
NAN 2019; 45: 95–107
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Table 3. Summary of 5 LEAT agreement studies using a CVMP platform
Study (year)

Participants (invited/completed)

Cases without agreement

LEAT 1 (2013)

38/25 reviewer
30 cases
180 slides
40% agreement

LEAT 2 (2014)

25/20 reviewer
30 cases
180 slides
47% agreement

LEAT 3 (2015)

13/11 reviewer
18 cases
154 slides
56% agreement

LEAT 4 (2015)

13/10 reviewer
18 cases
154 slides
78% agreement
13/10 reviewer
27 cases
54 slides
55% agreement

Case 3: PGNT=9; GG=8; DNT=4; Case 5: DNT=13;
GG=4; O = 2; Case 8: O = 8; OA=5, DNT=5; Case 9: GG=15, GC=3,
PXA=2, O = 1; Case 10: GG=15; GC=9; AA=1; Case 11: GG=18,
DNT=5, DA=2, Case 13: GG=13, DNT=8, AGG=1; Case 14: DNT=14, RGNT=2,
O = 2, PGNT=2; Case 15: DNT=14, GG=6, PA=2; Case 16: GG=7, DNT=7, AGG=6,
DA=2; Case 17: GG=15, DNT=9, DA=1; Case 18: DNT=17, O = 5,
GG=1; Case 20: GG=13, PXA=6, AGG=2; Case 25: DNT=16, GG=4,
ANET=2; Case 26: GG=12, PXA=5; PA=2 AGG=1, AnaGG=1; Case 28: DNT=9,
GG=8; DA=2, O = 2; Case 29: GG=14, DNT=6,
DA=3; Case 30: DNT=15, GG=4, DA=2.
Case 1: BNET=13, GNET=3, CNET=2; Case 5: GNET=8; DNET=6,
ENET=2; Case 7: CNET=11, DNET=7, BNET=2; Case 8: ENET=8, DNET=3,
GNET=4; Case 9: BNET=12, GNET=4, CNET=3; Case 10: BNET=13, GNET=4,
CNET=2; Case 14: ENET=5, DNET=4, GNET=4; Case 15: DNET=9, GNET=5,
ANET=3; Case 17: BNET=12, CNET=7, GG=1; Case 18: DNET=14, CNET=2,
ENET=2; Case 20: BNET=11, GNET=3, CNET=2; Case 22: GNET=12, ENET=4,
DNET=2; Case 25: DNET=7, CNET=4, ENET=2, GNET=1; Case 26: BNET=13,
CNET=3, ANET=2; Case 28: GNET=7, DNET=4, ENET=4,
CNET=3; Case 30: DNET=5, INET=5, CNET=3.
Case 3: O = 7, OA=2, DA=2; Case 5: PXA=5, GG=2, GNT-NOS=2; Case 8: DNT=5,
GNT-NOS=4, dGNT=1, OA=1; Case 11: DNT=6, dGNT=3, cGNT=2; Case 12: dGNT=8,
GG=2, GNT-NOS=1; Case 13: DNT=4, GNT-NOS=3, iA=3,
dGNT=1; Case 17: dGNT=7, cGNT=3, GG=1; Case 18: GG=7, GNT-NOS=2,
cGNT=1, dGNT=1
Case 5: GG=4, no DX=3, dGNT=2; cGNT=1; Case 7: GG=7, dGNT=3; Case 13: DNT=4,
GNT-NOS=3, iA=3; Case 18: GG=7, cGNT=2, dGNT=1

LEAT 5 (2016)

Case 2: GG=7, dGNT=2, GNT-NOS=1; Case 3: GG=4, dGNT=3, GNT-NOS=2,
AG=1; Case 4: dGNT=4, GNT-NOS=4, GG=2; Case 9: GG=4, GNT-NOS=3,
AG=2, no DX=1; Case 10: DNT=7, GNT-NOS=2, no DX=1; Case 11: dGNT=4,
GG=2, iA=2, GNT-NOS=1, no DX=1; Case 13: GG=6, GNT-NOS=2,
no DX=2; Case 14: dGNT=6; GG=3, GNT-NOS=1; Case 15: GNT-NOS=4,
AG=3, no DX=2, DNT=1; Case 16: GNT-NOS=5, GNT-NOS=4,
GG=1; Case 21: GG=5, no DX=3, GNT-NOS=1; Case 23: GG=7, GNT-NOS=3

Note that LEAT 1 to LEAT 4 presented with same cases in different number, order and access to additional immunohistochemistry.
Reviewer: invited to the trial/completed the trial. LEAT 2 tested the ABC proposal only. LEAT 5 included new cases. See text for further
information. The majority of non-agreed diagnosis (k = < 75%) dealt with the spectrum of DNT and GG (73% in LEAT 1; 70% in LEAT 3
and 81% in LEAT 5). Abbreviations: AG, angiocentric glioma; ANET, angiocentric neuroepithelial tumour, BNET, basic (CD34+) neuroepithelial tumour, cGNT, complex glioneuronal tumour; CNET, complex neuroepithelial tumour, DA, diffuse astrocytoma; dGNT, diffuse
glioneuronal tumour; DN(E)T, dysembryoplastic neuroepithelial tumour; ENET, epilepsy-associated neuroepithelial tumour not otherwise
specified; GC, gangliocytoma; GG, ganglioglioma; GNT-NOS, glioneuronal tumour, not otherwise specified; GNET, ganglion cell predominate neuroepithelial tumour; INET, isomorphic neuroepithelial tumour; iA, isomorphic astrocytoma; no DX, no diagnosis specified; O,
oligodendroglioma; OA, mixed oligoastrocytoma; PXA, pleomorphic xanthoastrocytoma.

Challenges in the Histopathological
Classification of DNT and GG
Nodular or diffuse growth patterns
Glioneuronal tumours are regarded usually as hamartomatous mass lesions with nodular or cystic appearance and well demarcated from adjacent brain
parenchyma (Figures 1-2). Indeed, many LEATs present
© 2018 British Neuropathological Society

with nodular growth patterns (Figure 2), located in
neocortex or white matter, and composed of variable
size ranging from several 100 lm to even mm scales,
which make them visible on MRI. Other patterns
include cysts or white matter rarefaction (Figure 1).
Hence, DNT and GG also showing diffuse growth patterns are difficult-to-classify according to current standards. These include a diffuse and cell-sparse infiltration
of the neocortex and white matter, subpial tumour
NAN 2019; 45: 95–107
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(a)

(c)
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(d)
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Figure 1. CD34 positive tumour with good inter-rater agreement in LEAT 5. 31 year old male patient with right temporal lobe epilepsy
starting at the age of 11 years (case #17 in LEAT 5). (A) HE staining (WSI) revealed a glioneuronal tumour with diffuse infiltration and
white matter rarefaction (arrow) (B) WSI of CD34 immunohistochemistry confirmed diffuse infiltration of CD34 positive cells across sulci
(asterisks) not readily visible on HE staining. Scale bar in A = 2 mm, applies also to B. (C) higher power magnification of tumour cell
infiltrates. The small cell component often showed vesicular nuclei, whereas neurons (arrow) were difficult to distinguish from a preexisting cell population. Scale bar = 50 lm. (D) low power magnification of diffuse infiltration of CD34 positive cells in cortex up to layer
1 (arrow). (E) Pre-existing neocortex with 6-layered architecture. Architectural abnormalities (arrows) resulted from infiltrating tumour
(see adjacent section stained for CD34 in D), rather than being FCD IIIb. NeuN immunohistochemistry. Scale bar = 200 lm, applies also
to D. This tumour was classified as diffuse glioneuronal tumour by all reviewers. Molecular classification: LGG-GG, BRAF V600E,
CDKN2A balanced, FGFR1 wt (exons 12 and 14).

growth or multiple tumour cell clusters remote from the
mass lesion. A typical example representing such a
tumour variant and which was provisionally termed
herein diffuse glioneuronal tumour (dGNT; see below) is
depicted on Figure 1. The immunohistochemical marker CD34 is often helpful to reveal such patterns. When
reviewing only H&E stained sections those patterns may
be difficult to distinguish from associated FCDIIIb. In
glioneuronal tumours composed predominately of oligodendroglial cells, a diffuse subtype of DNT has been
introduced to align this pattern to the WHO classification [19,25]. Review of examples from our case series
provoked controversial group discussion with the conclusion that this pattern remains difficult to attribute to
either DNT or GG.
© 2018 British Neuropathological Society

Oligodendroglial or astrocytic cell components
The glial component in DNT and GG is predominating
that of dysplastic neurons (Figure 3). Hence, the
histopathological appearance of glial cells can be primarily oligodendroglial-like (Figure 3), astrocytic (Figure 1)
or admix both phenotypic elements. One possible strategy in the diagnostic assessment of these patterns apparently was to favourably assign OLC predominance to the
spectrum of DNT and astrocytic predominance to the
spectrum of GG. In practise, however, glial patterns
occur often simultaneously or vary regionally. Without
access to anatomically intact large resections, the diagnostic decision may be compromised by tissue sampling.
This discussion very much resembled that of mixed
NAN 2019; 45: 95–107
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(a)
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(c)

(f)

Figure 2. CD34 positive tumour with poor inter-rater agreement in LEAT 5. 32 year old female patient with temporal lobe epilepsy
starting at the age of 28 years. (A) WSI of HE staining with a nodular growth pattern (arrow). (B) CD34-immunohistochemistry of
adjacent section showed diffuse and nodular tumour growth with different CD34 immunoreactivity patterns. Scale bar = 2 mm, applies
also to A. (C) Dense GFAP staining could be observed in the tumour nodule. Scale bar = 1 mm. (D) High power magnification of the
tumour nodule revealed multinucleated cells (arrow), eosinophilic bodies and a pilocytic matrix (HE staining). (E) The tumour nodule was
not CD34-immunopositive (arrow), compared to diffuse infiltration patterns in adjacent neocortex. (F) NeuN immunoreactivity in few
dysplastic neuronal cell elements of the tumour nodule. Scale bar in D = 100 lm, applies also to F. Scale bar in E = 500 lm. The
following diagnoses were obtained from our reviewers: 4 9 GG, 3 9 GNT-NOS, 2 9 AG, 1 9 no DX. Molecular classification: LGG-GG,
BRAF V600E mutation, CDKN2A balanced, FGFR1 wt.

oligo-astrocytomas during past decades. Similar to the
latter debate, our group could not agree on histopathology criteria approved by consecutive microscopic agreement studies (see below LEAT 1-5).

The ganglion cell component
The concept of glioneuronal tumours arose from early
descriptions of biphasic differentiation patterns consisting
of neurons and glial cell. Dysplastic neurons should be
identified by the presence of multiple nuclei and later also
by abnormal perimembraneous synaptophysin staining.
In a gangliocytoma, these cells prevail without admixture of any neoplastic glial cell component. These concepts were difficult to verify microscopically and have
never been scientifically proven. It is also believed, that
glial cells underwent neoplastic transformation, which
© 2018 British Neuropathological Society

was partially supported by laser-microdissection experiments [35]. However, the postmitotic nature of neurons
and very low proliferation activity in most DNT and GG
make it often difficult to establish any neoplastic process.
With the concept of tumour origin from a founding stem
cell, any biphasic appearance became biologically explicable, hence scientific confirmation of both lineages as
being neoplastic remains pending. Another key question
was how many dysplastic neurons need to be present to
call a tumour GG or DNT. Again, sampling artefacts may
challenge diagnostic decision, as clusters of abnormal
neurons not otherwise explicable by anatomical localization may be focal and detectable only in large enough
specimens. Review of examples from our case series provoked controversial group discussion with the conclusion
that tumours with diffuse growth pattern and prominent
CD34 immunoreactivity may or may not include
NAN 2019; 45: 95–107
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dysplastic neurons and that this pattern attributed also
to disagreement between GG vs. diffuse gliomas or PXA.

Risk factors for malignant progression
The 2016 WHO classification of tumours of the central
nervous system did not promote grading of atypical
(WHO II°) variants of DNT or GG. Hence, malignant
progression of both tumour entities has been observed
in clinical practice and described in published literature
[29,30,36]. Notwithstanding, this issue is of utmost
importance for clinical management and therapeutic
counselling of a young patient with LEAT. Unfortunately, disagreement in the LEAT 1 trial affected WHO
grading, and the group decided that this issue needs
careful attention and should be addressed separately
from terminology issues.

Efforts for Better Terminology use in
Microscopic Examination of LEAT
The Task Force tested different strategies to overcome
the aforementioned problems in diagnostic consensus of
microscopy-based tissue examination. The following list
of strategies was chosen and tested in four consecutive
web-based agreement studies (Table 3).

LEAT 2 (A-B-C classification yielding 47%
agreement)
The second agreement study was designed to test the
usefulness of prespecified immunohistochemical markers for the histopathological classification of LEAT, following an A-B-C classification proposal by Blumcke
et al. in 2014 [5]. Same raters which completed LEAT
1 were invited to review the same set of 30 tumours
and immunohistochemcial stains (cases were displayed
in random order). Twenty raters responded in the
requested time period of 6 weeks. We assigned agreement if ≥75% of raters achieved the same diagnosis for
one patient. Fourteen out of 30 tumour samples
reached such agreement (47%).

LEAT 3 (introducing major and minor criteria for
histopathology; yielding 56% agreement)
A first face-to-face consensus meeting for microscopic
review was organized in Amsterdam, November 2014.
© 2018 British Neuropathological Society
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All participants from LEAT 1 were invited and 13 colleagues from six countries followed the invitation. Consensus obtained at the meeting was as following: (i)
Minimal clinical information should be provided: age of
patient at surgery; age of patient at seizure onset (if
applicable); location of MRI-visible lesion. (ii) A catalogue of major and minor histopathology criteria of
LEAT was defined for further evaluation. (iii) DNT diagnosis should be applied by its original (classic) definition,
with diffuse and non-specific forms to be abandoned. (iv)
Difficult-to-classify tumour subtypes should be classified
as separate entities (Table 3): Diffuse glioneuronal
tumour (dGNT): this neoplasm is best characterized by
CD34 positive tumour cells with a vesicular nucleus,
often diffuse infiltration pattern, but less evident neuronal component. Composite/complex glioneuronal
tumour (cGNT): tumours showed two or more distinct
differentiation patterns, which were otherwise described
in the WHO classification as ganglioglioma (GG), DNT,
pleomorphic xanthoastrocytoma (PXA) or pilocytic
astrocytoma (PA). Glioneuronal tumours, not otherwise
specified (GNT-NOS) are difficult-to-classify tumours
neither classified by the new LEAT categories, nor by
the WHO scheme. Fifteen cases were selected from the
previous series and 154 digitized slides made available
for virtual microscopy (HE, GFAP, MAP2, Synaptophysin, NeuN, EMA, IDH1, CD34, Ki-67). A set of questions asked to rate the importance of proposed criteria
as well as immunohistochemical stains. Histopathological diagnosis was predefined and selected by single
choice. Eleven participants from the Amsterdam meeting
completed the survey within the requested 6-week time
period. Inter-rater agreement of >75% was obtained for
10 cases (56%).

LEAT 4 (confirmation study using same test cases
yielding 78% agreement)
The list of major and minor criteria obtained from
LEAT 3 was reviewed according to the rater’s judgement. Criteria achieving more than 80% agreement
were classified as ‘major’, criteria with 50-80% agreement as ‘minor’. The same set of slides was presented
in random order and the same list of participants were
invited to review all cases within 6 weeks. All raters
were asked to use the list of major and minor
histopathology criteria for their review. This survey
achieved agreement in 14 cases (78%).
NAN 2019; 45: 95–107
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(a)
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(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

(g)

Figure 3. CD34 negative DNT with very good inter-rater agreement in LEAT 5. 11 years old patient with right temporal lobe epilepsy
starting at the age of 1 year. (A–C) whole slide digital imaging (WSI) showing a multinodular tumour. Arrow indicates area taken for
magnifications shown in D–G. HE staining. (D–E) specific glioneuronal element with floating neurons (E = NeuN). (F) MAP2 staining
showing floating neurons and immunoreactive OLC. (G) OLC were usually not GFAP-immunoreactive. Other phenotypic markers: IDH1
R132H negative, Ki-67 < 1%, CD34 negative. The following diagnoses were obtained from our reviewers: 8 9 DNT, 1 9 ANET, 1 9 no
DX. Molecular classification: LGG-DNT, BRAF wt, CDKN2A balanced, FGFR1 wt.

LEAT 5 (confirmation study using new test cases
yielding 55% agreement)
A second meeting was organized to discuss results of
LEAT 3 and LEAT 4. The discussion raised controversial issues in need of further clarification: (i) High
agreement in LEAT 4 may be the result of a learning
curve, as LEAT 1 to 4 contained the same set of cases
(although in random order). It was agreed to confirm
results with a new set of tumours. (ii) WHO’s expected
strategy to introduce an integrated phenotype-genotype
approach for glioma and embryonal tumour classification (4th edition) was yet not met by the group. (iii)
The suggested panel of 7 immunohistochemical stains
may not be affordable in every country. It was agreed
to provide only one additional immunohistochemistry.
CD34 was chosen to test its capability as surrogate
marker for the LEAT classification. A total of 27 LEAT
cases were collected. A 450k methylation profile was
available in all cases (see below), but results were not
displayed during virtual microscopy review. Ten participants completed the LEAT 5 survey in the requested 6week time period. More than 75% agreement for
© 2018 British Neuropathological Society

diagnosis was achieved in 6 DNT, 5 dGNT, 3 GG, 1
GNT-NOS (55%, predefined diagnosis to be chosen by
single choice; Table 2).

Summary of Microscopy Agreement
Studies
Increase in inter-rater agreement from LEAT 1 to LEAT
4 likely resulted from familiarity of presented cases
rather than improved criteria for histopathological classification. Despite the fact, that we introduced comprehensive definitions for classic and new entities as well
as major and minor histopathology criteria, none of
these solutions were proven sufficient when new
tumour samples were included. These results reflected
the well-recognized dilemma in the differential diagnosis of low-grade paediatric glial and glioneuronal
tumours and we have to anticipate an ever-increasing
spectrum of presenting histopathology patterns in LEAT
with respect to cellular composition, differentiation and
growth patterns.
Difficulties to classify LEAT can be also recognized by
a growing number of LEAT entities and variants
NAN 2019; 45: 95–107
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published in scientific literature [11,19,37–43] as well
as previous and current WHO classification systems
(with lack of evidence for clinically meaningful subtypes). Introducing more LEAT entities and harmonizing criteria in this study, however, did not increase the
diagnostic yield.
Immunohistochemistry was considered essential for
the classification of LEAT but recommended panels are
large and difficult to apply in every histopathology laboratory. Hence, consensus surrogate markers for
histopathology diagnosis are not yet approved.
We concluded therefore, to evaluate the benefit of
molecular data for the diagnostic neuropathological
work-up of LEAT, as recently proposed by the WHO for
diffuse glioma and embryonal brain tumours.

Integration of Molecular Diagnostics
DNA methylation profiling was used to identify molecular classes independent of histological evaluation in
20 cases diagnosed as GG, DNT or diffuse glioneuronal tumours. 500 ng DNA were extracted from formalin fixed and paraffin embedded tissue blocks and
analysed using Illumina Infinium HumanMethylation450 BeadChip arrays (450k) as previously
described [44]. Additional single gene analyses were
performed for hotspot mutations of BRAF and FGFR1.
Copy number profiles (calculated from methylation
array data) were investigated for loss of CDKN2A.
Unsupervised cluster analysis of DNA methylation
data (MAD Euclidian ward) surprisingly revealed only
two main clusters (Figure 4). Cluster 1 consisted of all
DNT of this series (n = 5). Cluster 2 consisted of all
cases of GG (n = 8) and all cases of diffuse glioneuronal tumours (n = 7). Interestingly the two clusters
also clearly segregated by their expression of CD34
and BRAF mutation status: In the GG/diffuse glioneuronal tumour cluster all cases were positive for CD34.
Furthermore, all 10 BRAF V600E mutations of this
series were detected in the GG cluster evenly spread
out between GG and the diffuse glioneuronal tumours.
In contrast, in the DNT cluster 4 out of 5 DNT samples showed no CD34 immunoreactive tumour mass
or satellite tumour cells. The last case of DNT revealed
a diminutive cluster of CD34 immunoreactive satellite
cells (not shown). In both clusters no CDKN2A deletions or FGFR1 hotspot mutations in exons 12 or 14
were observed. The latter was surprising to the group
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and would have requested further investigations in a
prospectively based molecular-diagnostic scenario, that
is searching for FGFR1 duplications or other abnormalities [12,15,17,45].
A recently published study [12] suggested that by
unsupervised analysis of RNA expression or DNA
methylation there are two major groups of epilepsyassociated tumours. In order to compare the results of
this ILAE LEAT study to the Stone et al. results, we
clustered the DNA methylation results of the former
along with the cases included in the latter study. The
methylation data were read into the R bioinformatics
environment using Minfi and normalized with the
included subset-quantile within array normalization
(SWAN) method. Probes located on the X and Y chromosomes were excluded. In addition, probes located
within 50 bp of an SNP, probes known to cross-hybridize and probes with a minor allele frequency >5%
were excluded. Consensus clustering of methylation
data alongside cases from Stone et al. was carried out
using the ConsensusClusterPlus package according to
the Ward method. Cases were clustered intro two
groups using the top 10 000 most variable CpGs across
the combined cohort as determined by median absolute
deviation. All of the cases defined as GG in the LEAT
study clustered with the group 1 of the Stone paper
and all the cases defined as DNT in the LEAT study
clustered with group 2 of the Stone paper. This result
suggests that the findings of the current histological
study are in keeping with the molecular findings in the
Stone study.
The data of our integrated analysis were discussed
during a final group meeting at the European Neuropathology conference in June 2016. Major conclusions from this meeting were as following:
1. Tumours with diffuse growth patterns, a variable
glioneuronal phenotype and immunopositivity for
CD34, that is proposed as diffuse glioneuronal
tumour by this Task Force, share molecular similarities with GG rather than DNT.
2. BRAF V600E mutations were detected only in
tumours immunoreactive for CD34 or agreed as GG,
but in none of those tumours agreed as DNT, supporting the roadmap of an integrated genotype-phenotype diagnosis of LEAT.
3. Methylation profiling [12,44] should be further
explored scientifically for its reliability in classifying
LEAT.
NAN 2019; 45: 95–107
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Figure 4. Unsupervised hierarchical cluster analysis of DNT, GG and diffuse glioneuronal tumours indicated molecular separation of two
classes only. Unsupervised hierarchical cluster analysis of 5 DNT, 8 GG and 7 diffuse glioneuronal tumours indicated two main clusters.
One cluster consisted of all cases of DNT, did not harbour BRAF mutations and was CD34 negative except for one case with a small
cluster of positive satellite cells and clustered with group 2 tumours of the Stone et al. study. The other cluster was composed of all GG
and diffuse glioneuronal tumours, with a high rate of BRAF V600E mutations and CD34 immunoreactivity. These tumours clustered
with group 1 tumours of the Stone et al. study. No FGFR1 hotspot mutations or CDKN2A deletions were observed in the series.

Outlook
Low-grade tumours with seizure onset in children and
young adults as major neurological presentation
remain a challenging issue in routine histopathological diagnosis, but also represent an important
interface between clinical and basic research
[16,18,46,47]. In addition, the biphasic and variable
glioneuronal phenotype challenges traditional concepts
of tumourigenesis. Early disease onset, benign clinical
courses,
variable
histomorphological
patterns,
© 2018 British Neuropathological Society

detection of the oncofoetal marker CD34 and involvement of the PI3K-AKT-mTOR and RAS-RAF-MAPK
pathways point towards compromised developmental
signalling rather than enhanced proliferation/apoptosis
of genetically transformed tumour progenies (as reasoned in high-grade tumours). Availability of surgical
epilepsy specimens help to directly address these
intriguing issues using the rapidly growing armamentarium of morphological, immunohistochemical,
molecular, genetic as well as electrophysiological techniques.
NAN 2019; 45: 95–107
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Molecular-genetic studies in LEAT need to also
address predictive factors to identify cases with an
increased risk of tumour recurrence or malignant transformation. The proportion of these patients is rather
small in LEAT, but will help to improve clinical treatment strategies in patients with chronic focal epilepsies
and brain tumours. This would also represent a unique
scenario and environment for a prospective clinical trial,
which are largely missing in the field of LEAT and epilepsy surgery. Given that the majority of these tumours
are rare and grow slowly, multiple centres need to be
included to recruit sufficient patient numbers within a
reasonable time period. An additional goal should be to
develop reference pathology centres and biorepositories
of surgical brain specimens and matched blood samples
across continents to allow for a systematic molecular
testing, keeping pace with new technologies or biomarkers as they become available.
This report was written by experts selected by the
International League Against Epilepsy (ILAE) and was
approved for publication by the ILAE. Opinions
expressed by the authors, however, do not necessarily
represent the policy or position of the ILAE.
We confirm that we have read the Journal’s position
on issues involved in ethical publication and affirm that
this report is consistent with those guidelines.
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